Zen DS is a versatile indoor classroom driver training simulator. The simulator for Light, Medium or Heavy vehicle comes with the option of either a Left or Right Hand drive. Zen Driving Simulator basic system is supplied with a single Instructor Station and a Driver Station but it has facility to individually or simultaneously control up to ten Driver Stations of various combinations of vehicles.

**Features:**
- Has real dashboard assembly and controls, instrumentation and transmission.
- Offers realistic operating environment and ergonomics.
- Intelligent Traffic Models in driving scenes.
- Provides a variety of terrains and driving conditions.
- Environmental conditions like rain, fog, snowfall, intensity of light, can be created.
- Modular training set-up increases levels of difficulty for trainees.
- Training can be conducted at different stations with different exercises simultaneously.
- Training pace can be set to suit trainees.
- Record/playback facility can be used to detect errors of each trainee.
- Instructor Station is comprehensive, user friendly and provides facility to monitor the training ‘Live’.

---

**ZEN AUTOMATED DRIVING SIMULATOR (ZEN ADS)**

**Features:**
- To impart training in the absence of an instructor, which is made possible by providing the Instructor User Interface inside the driving cabin. The trainee can himself create session, display the score sheet, observe the replay and also save the defined sessions for training any time in the future.
- It provides a covered fabricated body which provides an immersive feeling to the driver.
- The ADS has facility to connect a regular instructor station as in a DS so as to provide training with the assistance of an Instructor.